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Abstract
A general circulation model of intermediate complexity with an idealized earthlike aquaplanet
setup is used to study the impact of changes in the oceanic heat transport on the global
atmospheric circulation. Focus is put on the Lorenz energy cycle and the atmospheric mean
meridional circulation. The latter is analysed by means of the Kuo-Eliassen equation.
The atmospheric heat transport compensates the imposed oceanic heat transport changes to
a large extent in conjunction with significant modification of the general circulation. Up to
a maximum about 3PW, an increase of the oceanic heat transport leads to an increase of
the global mean near surface temperature and a decrease of its equator-to-pole gradient. For
larger transports, the gradient is reduced further but the global mean remains approximately
constant. This is linked to a cooling and a reversal of the temperature gradient in the tropics.
A larger oceanic heat transport leads to a reduction of all reservoirs and conversions of
the Lorenz energy cycle but of different relative magnitude for the individual components.
The available potential energy of the zonal mean flow and its conversion to eddy available
potential energy are affected most.
Both Hadley and Ferrel cell show a decline for increasing oceanic heat transport with the
Hadley cell being more sensitive. Both cells exhibit a poleward shift of their maxima, and
the Hadley cell broadens for larger oceanic transports. The partitioning by means of the
Kuo-Eliassen equation reveals that zonal mean diabatic heating and friction are the most
important sources for changes of the Hadley cell while the behaviour of the Ferrell cell is
mostly controlled by friction.
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1 Introduction
Astronomical factors and differences of local albedo cause a difference of net incoming short-
wave radiation between low and high latitudes leading to differential heating and a surplus
of energy in the tropics. Considering global and long-term averages, at steady-state the same
amount of supplied energy is emitted to space again, and the incoming shortwave radiation is
balanced by the outgoing longwave radiation (Peixoto and Oort 1992, Lucarini and Ragone,
2011). Atmospheric and oceanic transports, fuelled by instabilities due to the presence of
temperature differences related to inhomogeneous heating, tend to reduce such temperature
differences, thus acting as a powerful negative feedback that stabilizes the climate system.
Stone (1978) argued that the magnitude of the total meridional heat transport, i.e. the
sum of the oceanic and the atmospheric contributions, is insensitive to the structure and
the specific dynamical properties of the atmosphere-ocean system. That is, changes of the
oceanic heat transport (OHT) will be compensated by the atmospheric flow and vice versa.
In particular, he suggested that the peak of the heat transport is constrained within a narrow
range of latitudes regardless of the radiative forcing. If the climate system is at steady-state,
the features of the meridional heat transport can be related to the solar constant, the radius
of the Earth, the tilt of the Earth’s axis and the hemispheric mean albedo. Stone argued that
the insensitivity to the structure and the dynamics of the system is due to the correlation of
thermal emissions to space, the albedo and the efficiency of the transport mechanisms of the
atmosphere and the ocean.
Enderton and Marshall (2008) discussed the limits of Stone’s hypothesis by employing a series
of coupled atmosphere-ocean-sea ice model experiments in which the oceanic circulation on
an aqua-planet is constrained by different meridional barriers. The presence or absence of
the barriers results in significant different climates, in particular in climates with and without
polar ice caps. They concluded that Stone’s result is a good guide for ice free climates. But,
if polar ice caps are present the effect of the related meridional gradients in albedo on the
absorption of solar radiation need to be taken into account.
The atmospheric compensation implies a significant impact of changes in OHT on the atmo-
spheric circulation as a whole which affects the zonally symmetric flow, the zonally asymmet-
ric (eddy) flow and the interplay between both. Thus, changes in OHT have been commonly
used to account for paleo-climatic changes (e.g. Rind and Chandler 1991, Sloan et al. 2001,
Romanova et al. 2006). Moreover, OHT is an important factor for a potential anthropogenic
climate change since significant modifications of it can expected. Unfortunately, large un-
certainties exist of changes in the oceanic circulation simulated in climate change scenarios
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(IPCC 2013). These result from, amongst others, the uncertainties in fresh water forcing
due to potential melting of inland ice sheets. To assess the role of the ocean for historical
and potential future climates the impact of the OHT on the atmospheric circulation and the
underlying mechanisms need to be investigated systematically.
A way of studying the impact of changes in OHT on the atmospheric circulation is to utilize
an atmospheric general circulation model coupled to a mixed-layer ocean. In such a model
the OHT can be prescribed. Using a present-day setup including continents Winton (2000),
Herweijer et al. (2005) and Barreiro et al. (2011) found that increasing OHT results in a
warmer climate with less sea ice. A reduction of low level clouds and an increase of greenhouse
trapping due to a moistening of the atmosphere appeared to be relevant mechanisms. In
addition, a weakening of the Hadley cell with increased OHT was found by Herweijer et
al. and Barreiro et al.
Utilizing an idealized aqua-planet setup Rose and Ferreira (2013) systematically assessed
the impact of the OHT on the atmospheric global mean near surface temperature and its
equator-to-pole gradient. For warm and ice-free climates they confirm a near-perfect atmo-
spheric compensation of the imposed changes in OHT. Like in the above studies including
continents, they found they found an increase in global mean temperature for increasing
OHT, accompanied by a decrease in the equator-to-pole temperature gradient. Tropical
SSTs showed to be less affected than higher altitudes. The detailed meridional structure of
the oceanic heat transport turned out to be less important. Changes in deep moist convec-
tion in the mid-latitudes together with an enhanced water vapor greenhouse appear to be the
major drivers. Koll and Abbot (2013) confirmed the low sensitivity of tropical SSTs to OHT
changes. In their aqua-planet experiments larger OHT leads to a weakening of the Hadley
cell which reduces cloud cover and surface winds, and, thus, counteracts surface cooling by
increased OHT.
In the present study we extend and supplement the above studies. Based on the experi-
mental setup of Rose and Ferreira our analyses focus on the impact of OHT changes on the
atmospheric dynamics. The integrated effect on the atmospheric energetics is assessed by
means of the Lorenz energy cycle. Changes in the atmospheric mean meridional circulation
are analysed employing the Kuo-Eliassen equation. In Section 2 we describe the model and
the experimental design. Section 3 introduces our diagnostics. The results of the analyses
are presented in Section 4. A summary and discussion concludes the paper (Section 5).
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2 Model and experimental setup
The Planet Simulator (PlaSim, http://www.mi.uni-hamburg.de/Planet-Simul.216.0.html) is
an open source general circulation model (GCM) of intermediate complexity developed at the
University of Hamburg. For the atmosphere, the dynamical core is the Portable University
Model of the Atmosphere (PUMA) based on the primitive equation multi-level spectral model
of Hoskins and Simmons (1975) and James and Gray (1986). Radiation is parameterized by
differentiating between shortwave and longwave radiation and between a clear or a cloudy
atmosphere following the works of Lacis and Hansen (1974) for the short wave part, Sasamori
(1968) for the long-wave, and Stephens (1978) and Stephens et al. (1984) for the radiative
properties of clouds. Cloud fraction is computed according to Slingo and Slingo (1991). The
representation of boundary-layer fluxes and of vertical and horizontal diffusion follows Louis
(1979), Louis et al.(1982), Roeckner et al. (1992) and Laursen and Eliasen (1989). The
cumulus convection scheme is based on Kuo (1965, 1974). The ocean is represented by a
thermodynamic mixed-layer (slab ocean) model including a 0-dimensional thermodynamic
sea-ice.
Following Rose and Ferreira (2013) we use an earthlike aqua-planet setup with zonally sym-
metric forcing utilizing present day conditions for the solar constant (1365Wm−2) and the
CO2-concentration (360ppm). The solar insolation comprises an annual cycle but eccentricity
is set to zero. Thus, on annual average the forcing is hemispherically symmetric as well. The
mixed layer depth is set to 60m.
A temporally constant flux into the ocean (q-flux) is used to prescribe the oceanic heat
transport (OHT) according to the analytic equation given by Rose and Ferreira (2013):
OHT = OHT0 · sin(φ) cos(φ)
2N (1)
Where φ denotes the latitude. N is a positive integer which determines the latitude of the
maximum of the transport and the shape of its meridional profile, and OHT0 is a constant
defining the magnitude. Rose and Ferreira made sensitivity experiments by varying N (rang-
ing from 1 to 8) and by varying the peak transport (ranging from 0PW to 4PW) which is
controlled by OHT0.
For our study we follow Rose and Ferreira but fix the location of the peak by setting N = 2
(which corresponds to maximum transport at 27◦). We perform nine sensitivity simulations
with respect to the magnitude of the transport by changing OHT0 to obtain peak transports
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OHTmax from 0PW to 4PW (with 0.5PW increment). OHTmax=0PW (i.e. no OHT) serves
as the control simulation. The OHT for OHTmax=0,1,2,3 and 4PW is displayed in Figure 1.
All simulations are run for at least 100 years (360 days per year). The last 30 years are subject
to the analyses. A horizontal resolution of T31 (96 × 48 grid points) with five σ-levels in the
vertical is used. The timestep is ∆t = 23min.
3 Diagnostics
The analyses focus on the Lorenz energy cycle and the mean meridional circulation. The
latter will be studied by means of the Kuo-Eliassen equation. Both diagnostics are briefly
introduced in the following.
3.1 The Lorenz energy cycle
The atmospheric energy cycle proposed by Lorenz (1955) is one of the most important con-
cepts to understand the global atmospheric circulation by means of energy conservation and
by considering the integrated effects of physical mechanisms involved, that is, e.g., the gener-
ation of available potential energy by external forcing, the dissipation of kinetic energy and
the energy conversions by baroclinic and barotropic processes. At the same time it gives
information about the relative importance of the zonal mean circulation, the eddies and the
interaction between both.
Refering to the reservoirs of zonal available potential energy, eddy available potential energy,
zonal kinetic energy and eddy kinetic energy as PM , PE, KM andKE , respectively, the Lorenz
energy cycle (i.e. the budget equations) may be written as
dPM
dt
= [SP ]− C(PM , PE)− C(PM , KM)
dPE
dt
= S∗P + C(PM , PE)− C(PE, KE)
dKE
dt
= S∗E + C(PE , KE)− C(KE, KM)
dKM
dt
= [SE ] + C(KE , KM) + C(PM , KM)
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where [SP ], S
∗
P , [SE ] and S
∗
E are external sources/sinks of the respective quantities and
C(A,B) denotes the conversion from A to B.
To compute the individual contributions we follow the work of Ulbrich and Speth (1991). In
pressure coordinates, the reservoirs are given by
PM = 〈
γ
2
([T ]− {T})2〉
PE = 〈
γ
2
[T ∗2]〉
KM = 〈
1
2
([u]2 + [v]2)〉
KE = 〈
1
2
([u∗2] + [v∗2])〉
and the conversion terms are
C(PM , PE) = −
〈
γ
(
[v∗T ∗]
∂[T ]
r∂φ
+ [ω∗T ∗]
(
∂([T ]− {T})
∂p
−
R
p · cp
([T ]− {T})
))〉
C(PM , KM) = −
〈
R
p
([ω]− {ω})([Tv]− {Tv})
〉
C(PE , KE) = −
〈
R
p
[ω∗T ∗v ]
〉
C(KM , KE) =
〈(
[u∗v∗]
∂[u]
r∂φ
+ [u∗v∗][u]
tgφ
r
+ [v∗v∗]
∂[v]
r∂φ
−[u∗u∗][v]
tgφ
r
+ [ω∗u∗]
∂[u]
∂p
+ [ω∗v∗]
∂[v]
∂p
)〉
with
[x] = zonal mean
x∗ = deviation from zonal mean
{x} = global horizontal mean
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< x > =
1
g · A
∫
A
∫
p
xdpdA
A = horizontal Area
cp = specific heat at const. pressure
g = gravity
p = pressure
r = radius of the Earth
R = gas constant
T = temperature
Tv = virtual temperature
u = zonal wind
v = meridional wind
ω = vertical (p) velocity
φ = latitude
γ = stability parameter = −
R
p
(
∂[T ]
∂p
−
R
cp
[T ]
p
)−1
The external sources/sinks are diagnosed from the respective residuals. We note that in
Ulbrich and Speth this energetics was formulated for mixed space-time domain. In our case,
however, the contributions by stationary eddies is zero because of the zonally symmetric
forcing.
3.2 The mean meridional circulation
To analyse the mean meridional circulation we make use of the so called Kuo-Eliassen equa-
tion (Kuo 1956, Eliassen 1951). It is a diagnostic equation which relates the mean meridional
circulation (i.e. Hadley, Ferrel and Polar cell) to different sources.
Applying the quasi-geostrophic approximation and defining a streamfunction ψ with
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[v] =
g
2pir cosφ
∂ψ
∂p
[ω] = −
g
2pir cos φ
∂ψ
r∂φ
the Kuo-Eliassen equation may be derived as (see, e.g., Peixoto and Oort 1992 chapter 14.5.5)
f 2g
2pir cosφ
∂2ψ
∂p2
−
g
2pir3ρ[θ]
∂
∂φ
(
∂[θ]
∂p
∂ψ
∂φ
)
=
1
rρ[T ]
∂
∂φ
[Q]
cp
− f
∂[F ]
∂p
−
1
r2ρ[θ]
∂
∂φ
∂[v∗θ∗] cosφ
cos φ∂φ
+
f
r cos2 φ
∂2[u∗v∗] cos2 φ
∂p∂φ
Where, in addition to the symbols defined above, f is the Coriolis parameter, ρ density,
θ potential temperature, Q diabatic heating and F the tendency of the zonal wind due to
friction.
We solve the Kuo-Eliassen equation for ψ by applying an iterative method (Gauss-Seidel
method) to its finite difference approximation. Thus, we are able to diagnose the contri-
butions from the different sources to the mean meridional circulation, which are diabatic
heating (1st term r.h.s), friction (2nd), meridional eddy heat transport (3rd) and eddy mo-
mentum transport (4th). We note that though the equation, in the present form, involves the
quasi-geostrophic approximation it has shown to be reasonably applicable even in the deep
tropics (Kim and Lee 2001a,b).
4 Results
Before discussing the impact of changes in OHT on the Lorenz energy cycle and the mean
meridional circulation we present the effect on the mean climate in terms of the total merid-
ional heat transport and the atmospheric near surface (2m) temperature. First we note that
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similar to Rose and Ferreira our model exhibits multiple equilibria, a warm state and a snow
ball Earth depending on the initial conditions as thoroughly discussed in Boschi et al. (2013).
In the present study we investigate the warm states only. However, in contrast to Rose and
Ferreira sea ice at high latitudes is present in those warm state in all simulations. Despite
the difference in sea ice extend (i.e. planetary albedo) the atmospheric heat transport com-
pensates the changes in OHT to a great extend as can be seen from the total meridional heat
transport diagnosed from the energy budged at the top of the atmosphere (Figure 2).
Up to about OHTmax=2.5PW increasing OHT leads to an increase of the global mean (TM )
and a decrease of the equator-to-pole gradient (∆T ) of the annual and zonal mean near
surface air temperature (Figure 3). For this regime an approximately linear relationship
between TMean and ∆T can be found. For OHTmax>2.5PW, TM is almost insensitive to
an OHT change while ∆T is further reduced when stronger OHTs are considered. Here,
the equator-to-pole gradient is defined by the difference between the values at the lowest and
highest latitude of the models grid. Inspecting the respective meridional profiles of the annual
and zonal mean near surface temperatures we observe that high latitudes are more sensitive
to the OHT changes than low latitudes. With increasing OHT the polar temperatures con-
tinuously increase except for OHTmax=4PW where slightly colder polar temperatures than
for OHTmax=3.5PW are found. It appears that this is a consequence of the reduced atmo-
spheric heat transport slightly over-compensating the increased but still small oceanic heat
transport at these latitudes. In the tropics, an increase of the temperatures is only present
until OHTmax=1.5PW. For larger OHT the equatorial temperatures decrease. In addition,
increasing OHT leads to a flattening of the temperature profile in the tropics until, for OHT
OHTmax=3.5 and 4PW, the temperature gradient in the tropics gets reversed and the max-
imum of the temperature shifts away from the equator to approx. ±24 ◦. Qualitatively, all
findings are also true for winter and summer as can be seen in Figures 4, except that in
summer the sensitivity to OHT changes is small in high latitudes which are covered by sea
ice. In addition we note that the seasonality and its sensitivity to OHT changes are small
for latitudes without sea ice due to the high thermal inertia of the mixed layer.
4.1 The Lorenz energy cycle
We compute the climatological average Lorenz energy cycle from 30 year daily data for
the entire year and for June-August showing the respective terms for the winter (northern)
and the summer (southern) hemisphere separately (Figure 5). We note that by using the
equations given in Section 3.1 the computed averaged values include contributions from the
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annual cycle. This, however, only affects the annual values of the reservoirs PM and KM ,
and of the conversion C(PM , KM). Using annual averaged values would diminish the annual
PM , KM and C(PM , KM) by about 50% each.
The monotonic but nonlinear decrease of the global mean zonal averaged temperature gra-
dient with increasing OHT which is present throughout the troposphere is reflected in the
mean flow available potential energy PM (Figures 5a,c,e). Compared to the OHTmax=0PW
simulation, PM is reduced by about 71% in the OHTmax=4PW run for yearly values, 73%
for the winter and 67% for the summer hemisphere. A decrease with increasing OHT can
also be detected for all other reservoirs. However, here the relative decrease for PE and KM
is substantially smaller for the summer (approx. 48% and 59%, resp.) than for the winter
hemisphere (approx. 77% and 72%). The yearly values reduced by approx. 69% and 65%.
KE declines by about 54% for the yearly data and for both hemispheres, thus showing by far
the smallest decrease of all reservoirs on the winter hemisphere.
The overall decline in the reservoirs with increasing OHT is also present for conversion
terms which are mainly related to the activity of baroclinic synoptic eddies, i.e. C(PM , PE),
C(PE, KE) and C(KE , KM) (Figures 5b,d,f). Here, the largest changes occur in winter where
baroclincity (i.e. the temperature gradient) is reduced most. However, the sensitivity appears
to decrease following the sequence of a baroclinic live cycle. While C(PM , PE) show the largest
sensitivity (approx. 65%, 70% and 47% for annual, winter and summer, resp.), the changes
in C(KE, KM) are the smallest (approx. 53%, 59% and 34%). The changes in C(PE, KE)
amount to approx. 57%, 61% and 44%,respectively. The convergences of the conversions with
increasing OHT indicate that zonally asymmetric diabatic heating and friction become less
important for the Lorenz energy cycle. We note that in the present simulations the zonally
asymmetric heating extracts PE, i.e. it acts to homogenize the zonal temperature profiles. For
OHTmax>4PW there is almost no contribution of zonally asymmetric diabatic heating similar
to the summer hemisphere in all simulations. C(PM , KM) exhibits the smallest sensitivity.
For the summer hemisphere, a decrease with increasing OHT can be found indicating that
the thermally indirect zonal mean circulation (Ferrel cell) becomes more important compared
to the thermally direct one (Hadley Cell). For the winter hemisphere, the thermally direct
mean circulation dominates in all simulations but with slightly decreasing magnitude. On
annual basis little changes in C(PM , KM) are found.
In summary, an increase in OHT leads to a decrease in all components of the Lorenz energy
cycle. This suggests that the atmosphere gets less active and less efficient. We note that
the strength of the Lorenz energy cycle can be linked to a Carnot efficiency of the climate
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system (Lucarini 2009). Indeed, this efficiency declines with increasing OHT. A study on this
efficiency, and on other global thermodynamic properties, will be presented in a companion
paper. It turns out that changes in the intensity of the water vapor transport are most
relevant, similar to Lucarini et al. (2010).
4.2 The mean meridional circulation
For discussing the changes in the mean meridional circulation we focus on the climatological
annual average of the zonal mean mass stream function (ψ). However, if not stated otherwise,
the results are qualitatively similar for all seasons. Figure 6 shows northern hemisphere ψ
for OHTmax=0, 2, 3 and 4PW. For OHTmax=0PW, a Hadley cell and a Ferrel cell are well
established with values of about 8·1010kg s−1 and -3·1010kg s−1, respectively. The maximum
magnitudes are located at about 10◦N for the Hadley cell and 50◦N for the Ferrel cell, and at
about 700hPa for both cells. The Hadley cell extends to about 33◦N. A polar cell is absent
in the annual mean but emerges weakly in the summer months.
With increasing OHT the strength of both cells decreases (Figure 7). However, while the
strength of the Hadley cell is virtually linear and amounts to about 85%, the Ferrel cell
strength decreases by about 50% only with stronger decrease for smaller OHTmax. In addition
to the changes in strength, the Ferrel cell shifts poleward. For OHTmax>2PW a poleward
shift can also be observed for the Hadley cells maximum together with a broadening of this
cell, i.e. a poleward shift of its edge. For OHTmax=4PW an additional thermally indirect
cell can be observed close to the equator. This is related to an almost vanished Hadley cell
in summer together with a winter hemisphere Hadley cell which has its maximum on the
summer hemisphere.
The reconstructions by means of the Kuo-Eliassen equation are in good agreement with the
actual ψ for all simulations even if the maximum magnitudes are somewhat overestimated.
This gives us confidence to the applied methodology. Figure 8 shows the sources and the
reconstruction for OHTmax=0PW. The individual sources indicate that the largest contribu-
tions to ψ stem from diabatic heating and from friction. The heating controls the Hadley
cell together with a significant contribution by friction. For the Ferrel cell friction is most
important. To a much smaller extent the eddy transports of heat and of momentum add to
the Ferrel circulation with a larger contribution by the heat transport. For both Hadley and
Ferrel cell the maximum contribution by friction is located at lower levels than for all other
sources.
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For the Hadley cell both major sources, heating and friction, decrease linearly with increasing
OHT (Figure 9). As the decrease is stronger for heating, friction becomes the major source
for OHTmax>3PW. The decrease of the Ferrel cell with increasing OHT is linked to a decrease
of the friction, i.h. a decrease of the near surface zonal mean zonal wind. The contributions
by the heat and momentum transports decrease less and remain constant for OHTmax>2PW.
Similar to the changes of magnitude, the shifting of the cells and the broadening of the Hadley
cell can be explaind by respective changes in the mean sources.
5 Summary and discussion
We have studied the impact of the oceanic heat transport (OHT) on the atmospheric circu-
lation focusing on the Lorenz energy cycle and the mean meridional circulation. Utilizing
a general circulation model of intermediate complexity (PlaSim) which includes an oceanic
mixed layer we have adopted an experimental design from Rose and Ferreira (2013). Here,
an imposed oceanic heat transport of simple analytic form and with varying strength al-
lows for systematic analyses. The meridional circulation has been studied by means of the
Kuo-Eliassen equations which separates contributions by different sources: diabatic heating,
friction and the eddy transport of heat and momentum.
We found a compensation of the changes in oceanic heat transport by the atmosphere con-
firming Stones (1978) conclusions. The presence of sea ice may explain the deviations from
a perfect compensation as discussed in Enderton and Marshall (2008).
In agreement with Rose and Ferreira we have found an increase of the global mean near surface
temperature and a decrease of the equator-to-pole temperature gradient with increasing OHT
for OHTmax<3PW. For larger OHT the temperature gradient is still decreasing but the global
average remains constant. For the tropics, there is a significant decrease of both temperature
and its gradient for OHTmax>2PW with a reversal of the gradient for OHTmax>3PW. For
smaller OHT we observed a slight warming and a reduction of the gradient with increasing
OHT which is consistent with results from Koll and Abbot (2013). However, in their aqua-
planet the tropical temperature increases for all imposed (positive) OHTs (up to 3PW). A
tropical cooling for imposed oceanic heat transports somewhat larger than present-day values
has also been found by Barreiro et al. (2011) in a more complex coupled atmosphere-slab
ocean model with present-day land-sea distribution suggesting that present-day climate is
close to a state were the warming effect of OHT is maximized. Barreiro et al. related the
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tropical cooling to a strong cloud-SST feedback and showed that the results are sensitive to
the particular parameterizations.
With respect to the Lorenz energy cycle, the decline of the meridional temperature gradient
with increasing OHT is directly linked to a reduction of the available potential energy of
the zonal mean flow (PM). In addition, the reduced gradient indicates less baroclinicity as
well as a weaker zonal mean zonal wind (jet) due to the the thermal wind relation. Finally,
less baroclinicity hint to a reduced eddy activity. Thus, it is consistent that all reservoirs
and conversions of the Lorenz energy cycle decrease with increasing OHT. However, the
sensitivities differ. PM and the conversion from PM to PE exhibit the largest changes. Eddy
kinetic energy, the barotropic conversion from eddy kinetic energy to zonal mean kinetic
energy, and the conversion from zonal mean kinetic energy to PM are least affected.
Confirming the results of previous studies (Herweijer et al. (2005), Barreiro et al., Koll
and Abbot) we have found a decrease of the Hadley cell for increasing OHT. In addition,
the Hadley cell broadens and its maximum shifts polward when OHT obtains large values
(OHTmax>2.5PW). Separating individual sources by applying the Kuo-Eliassen equation
showed that the characteristics of the Hadley cell can be explained by the mean meridional
circulations related to the diabatic heating and, to a smaller extend, to the friction. In
our simulations, the meridional circulation induced by friction also controls the behavior of
the Ferrel cell. Eddy transports of heat and momentum appear to be less important. This
is different from results by Kim and Lee (2001b) where the mean meridional circulation
related to eddy fluxes account for about 50% of the Ferrel cells strength. The coarse vertical
resolution adopted from Rose and Ferreira may be responsible for a reduced eddy activity.
Overall our study demonstrate the large impact of the oceanic heat transport on the atmo-
spheric circulation which effects the zonally symmetric flow, the zonally asymmetric flow and
the interaction between both. By reducing the meridional temperature gradient an increased
oceanic heat transport weakens the Lorenz energy cycle and slows down and shifts the Hadley
and the Ferrel cell.
The reduction of the meridional gradient of the surface temperature is one of the major
features of global warming. Lu et al. (2007) showed a consistent weakening and poleward
expansion of the Hadley cell in IPCC AR4 simulations. Hence, changes in the oceanic heat
transport may significantly modify the response of the atmospheric circulation to greenhouse
warming. A weakening of the oceanic meridional overturning circulation as predicted by the
majority of coupled ocean-atmosphere general circulation models (though with large uncer-
tainties; IPCC 2013) would therefor act as a negative feedback mechanism. This negative
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feedback might become even more important when strong melting of inland ice sheets due to
global warming is taken into account. The associated input of large amounts of fresh water
has a huge potential to slow down the oceanic circulation.
Finally, all changes discussed above can also be seen as a phenomenological fingerprint of
modified global thermodynamic properties of the atmospheric flow like entropy production
and an Carnot efficiency (Lucarini 2009). Analysing these properties will provide a more
general perspective in the context of geophysical fluid dynamics. Results from such an inves-
tigation will be presented in a companion work (Schröder et. al. 2014).
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Figure 1: Oceanic heat transport (in PW) for OHTmax=0,1,2,3, and 4PW.
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Figure 2: Total heat transport (in PW) diagnosed from energy budget at the top of the
atmosphere for OHTmax=0,1,2,3, and 4PW.
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Figure 3: Climatological annual averages for all simulations: Upper: Zonal mean near sur-
face temperature. Lower: Global mean near surface temperatures (TM ,in
◦C) versus equator-
to-pol gradient (∆T , in ◦C).
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Figure 4: Climatological southern hemisphere summer (June-August) averages for all sim-
ulations: Zonal mean near surface temperatures (in ◦C).
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Figure 5: Climatological mean Lorenz energy cycle for June-August: Reservoirs (left, in 105
J m−2) and Conversions (right, in W m−2) for yearly data (upper), the winter hemisphere
(middle) and the summer hemisphere (lower)for all simulations.
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Figure 6: Climatological annual mean mass stream function (in 1010 kg s−1) for
OHTmax=0,2,3, and 4PW.
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Figure 7: Climatological annual mean mass stream function (northern hemisphere):
Strength (in 1010 kg s−1) and location (in ◦N) of Hadley and Ferrel cell for all simulations.
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Figure 8: Climatological annual mean mass stream function (in in 1010 kg s−1) for
OHTmax=0PW: a) Original (see Figure 6); b) Computed from The Kuo-Eliassen equation
(all sources); c) Source from diabatic heating; d) Source from friction; e) Source from eddy
heat transport; f) Source from eddy momentum transport.
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Figure 9: Sources (in 1010 kg s−1) of the Hadley (upper) and the Ferrel (lower) cell according
to the Kuo-Eliassen equation.
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